Never Lost for Words: Canberra’s Archives
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FREE OF THE ROT OF POLITICS

As a city created largely from nothing to accommodate a national parliament and bureaucracy – and having from the start a rather ambivalent relationship to other roles and functions – Canberra has always had a rich official archive. The capital has never been lost for words. High levels of education and income characterised many of those who came to it in the service of the state, and who shaped rich worlds of paper and speech in its spare landscape. In 1973 the British political scientist, David Butler, identified a ‘Canberra model’ of government that was distinctive in the dynamics, candour and interdependencies fostered in the close proximities the capital encouraged between politicians,
bureaucrats and journalists. There was ‘gold’, Butler declared, simply in those seams of information and exchange, spanning from the formal to the candid and the confidential – and with a great deal of porosity between them. Canberra’s existence in the currency and authority of the written record, the hansard, file, memorandum, legislation, precedent, plan, press release or headline has never been beyond doubt or fascination. ¹ Whether registering the issues gaining access to policy and political attention at the heart of Australian government, or adroitly keeping the gates against public accountability for things done or undone, that archive is synonymous with the city – and inevitably shaped a pervasive sense of its public history.

Alongside that repository of politics and politics, however, has developed another more diverse archive of experience and identity. This second holding often runs against the official grain, reflecting other aspects of an essentially experimental community. Like the residents of Washington DC, Canberrans since the proclamation of the Federal Capital Territory in 1911, and until the conferral of self-government in 1989, were excluded from any franchise for local political representation. Their first seat in federal parliament, created in 1949, came only with strictly limited voting rights. And, unlike the neat precinct of Washington, that exclusion encompassed the full extent of the residential and surrounding areas intended to serve the capital.

For some, the lack of a vote was a virtue, just as the insistence that land could only be leased in the territory would raise it above the speculative distortions and self-interests of private property. As one of its earliest advocates, maverick politician King O’Malley, declared, Canberra must sit in an enclave at least ten times the size of Washington’s district so that all its residents ‘can hope’, free of ‘the rot’ of petty politics. ² The consequence has been that this same affluent, informed, articulate community – proud of the ‘common wealth’ – has also often railed against being the mere subjects of the same arts it refined and practiced in their day jobs. In that process they have built an alternative record of themselves, defining forms of citizenship in ways that were remarkably skilled, active, and innovative, drawing on the social if not political capital ready to hand. A record of organisation, lobbying, voluntarism and networking challenges the passivity alleged to be a consequence of the city’s privileges. The relationship between these two parallel but interdependent archives is a significant aspect of Canberra’s history – and history-making – as well as being an element of the ‘model’ the city continues to present in governance.

Sustained reflection on the interface between history and ‘the archive’ often arises from an awareness of the stark power imbalances
reflected in the active production of the former – the voices to be heard – and the rigid classifications practiced by the latter. Critical engagement with these processes is usually energised by the extent to which the acts of selection, preservation and organization implied by the archive are inevitably political, whether in overt exclusions or more subtle forms of regularisation and the sanctioning of standing and authority. Canberra, of its essence as a city of government, even a ‘city state’, does not throw up much in the way of such stark imbalances. Even its inequalities, and its marginalised populations (and they are there) have never lacked expert documentation and commentary. Such processes in themselves have often served to defuse politics into procedures of policy and planning. But Canberra does offer a perspective on the ways in which, even in a relatively homogenous community, gradations in access to ‘the record’ emerge and impose regularities and boundaries of their own.

This article offers a survey of some of Canberra’s official and representational archives, assessing the ways in which – as Joanna Sassoon argues – they have been ‘active participants’ in the construction of its history, at once highly selective, but also remarkably inclusive. This activity in turn relates to the terms in which, in the domain of public memory, these archives have, and could, serve to shape connections between present and past. As Aleida Assmann phrases a point descending from Pierre Nora, in the shift from ‘living memory’ to ‘cultural memory’ a past is ‘produced’ with purposes that are, implicitly or otherwise, in contrast to the past left to ‘waste’ outside the archive’s regime. Canberra might lack the drama of many such acts of production and wastage, but it still alerts us to how, even within the ordered spaces of an emblem of urban design and amenity, such a shift still goes on.

What follows reflects my experience in preparing a concise, general history of Canberra, with a publisher’s brief to capture both the character of its community and its significance as a national capital. My research – necessarily at broad scale rather than in-depth enquiry, and working with the (themselves voluminous) already published records of a community – revealed the complexities of Canberra’s archival history as a vital element of those two dimensions. Jacques Derrida begins his *Archive Fever* with the etymological analogy of the archive as ‘house arrest’, a ‘domiciliation’ of public authority and home-based safekeeping. This formulation sets aside a polarisation between the archive as controlled public space and the privacies it seeks to regulate. It suggests instead the relationship between the two: between (borrowing Gane and Beer’s terms) the ‘act’ of ‘commencing’ an archive and the ‘place’ from which its conditions of access and use are ‘commanded’.
Silent Revolution

As a city, Canberra existed first on paper, in the concept-driven scheme for the capital by Chicago architects Walter Burley and Marion Mahony Griffin which won an international design competition in 1911. But paper – notoriously in the case of the Griffins’ experience – scarcely guaranteed action. The city’s name itself emerged from a carefully guarded solicitation of popular views, in which a play of textual allusion, in part-high-minded (‘Democratia’, ‘Pacifica’ or ‘Empire City’), in part sardonic (‘Swindleville’; ‘Gonebroke’) was officially trumped by a word that struck a neat balance between an authenticity extracted from an Aboriginal past and a pastoral present about to be superceded by an idealised symbol of the nation. ‘Canberra’, it is now accepted, derived from a local Aboriginal language, but the continuing lack of certainty as to how best to describe that group or the meaning of the word is testimony to the speed of dispossession in the region and the ready sentimentalisation of a people falsely declared as early as 1834 to be ‘no more’.7 As Ken Inglis noted, ‘Canberra’ made a deft transition between ‘pioneers’ and ‘citizens’, obliterating much unresolved business in the process.8 The carefully coached vice-regal first pronunciation of the chosen name (so as not to appear too ‘upper class’), which was then cabled from nearby tents at record speed, was in turn greeted by a nation reassured – according to Brisbane’s Courier – by its ‘wholesome manly burr’.9 In the often halting progress of the capital project, such mixes of the ‘living’ and the ‘cultural’ recur with an obviousness reflecting how little separated commencement and commandment in the capital. As its first historians observed, the city descended on a largely side-lined rural enclave that had ‘no official status’ of its own.10 By decree, it soon acquired much – while at the same time stripping from existing residents both ‘the rot’ of the franchise and the temptation to self-interest associated with the right to own – rather than lease – private property.

Such interventions were widely endorsed as ‘a brand of municipal socialism’, presenting (according to Victorian liberal parliamentarian Hume Cook) ‘a spectacle the world has not previously seen – an entire city… owned and managed for the people of Australia’.11 They were not exactly matched in commitment to the place itself: if the future beckoned Canberra, the present was less well provided for, and the past scarcely featuring at all. In the modest, temporary accommodation envisaged for

Canberra neatly fits this analogy, not least in the proximities yet boundaries fostered between those acts of commencement and commandment in the often self-aware ‘house arrest’ of its people.
first public servants to be transferred from Melbourne in the 1920s an exception from timber construction was proposed only for agencies and records ‘deemed especially important’ for preservation from fire. But in the first stage of that move, all records relating to the functions of the Commonwealth parliament to that point were destroyed to save expense in freight. In that sense, among many others, the new city – still existing largely on paper – carried no history.

In fact, no provision at all was made for a national government archive in Canberra (or anywhere else) throughout the inter-war decades. While the cause had several advocates, as Michael Piggott observes, ‘no cultural or administrative reason’ emerged from the ruck of politics to trigger an ‘archival response’. Scepticism towards the new city was compounded by vigilance regarding any extravagances in government. Even early ideals of the capital hosting some equivalent of the United States’ Library of Congress were chiselled back by the temporising argument that the ‘national library’ in Canberra, only likely to serve the servants and sittings of parliament, needed no higher remit or budget.

With the outbreak of World War II, Paul Hasluck – official historian of Australian society and government during the conflict, and a participant observer in the capital through those years – recalled the deep unreality of ‘typists… rattling away in the government departments [in Canberra], copying important documents’ in case the functions of the rudimentary bush capital needed to suddenly relocate or cope with air raids. That panic was perhaps one element in the initiative of 1942 to at least do something to coordinate the handling of official records, civilian as well as military, given that the conduct of war steadily encompassed so many aspects of national government. A ‘provisional archives repository for the administrative records of non-service departments’ joined many other temporary arrangements in the capital – but would remain among the last such ventures to graduate to permanent accommodation over the following decades.

Not only did a home for official archives remain low on the long list of priorities for the capital, it also became captive to a tussle between versions of the historical project the nation required. The kind of ‘home’ – in terms both of commencement and command – became an issue itself, even as a default option while waiting for a clear determination of an ‘archival response’. On the one hand, there was the established repository, research and curatorial capacity of the Australian War Memorial, geared to preserving the records of a nation seen as forged in war and sacrifice, and defined by such ministrations. On the other, there
were the less developed facilities but restive ambitions of the Commonwealth National Library, with its ideal of building a collection infused by ideals of ‘national life and development’, and broader goals of representing a narrative of cultural inheritance (acquiring the only copy of the Magna Carta outside Britain in 1952, the Library spoke of capturing a vital aspect of ‘our constitutional life’).

In what was at the time, given professions not known for heat, a spirited debate, the National Library won the first engagement, one consequence being an enduring tension between the systematic ‘organic’ record-keeping advocated by archivists and the more selective classificatory aims of librarians.

In 1953, H.L. White, appointed Commonwealth parliamentary librarian in 1947, and an exemplar of the latter ambition, took pride in the ‘60 000 linear feet of records now in the custody of the Library’.

Among the virtues of this holding, he added, were the savings in office space it enabled many departments to make once freed of such material, the efficiency with which the library could make available to officers any file they needed to consult again in their business, and the generation of ‘schedules… to guide… the future destruction of valueless records’. Adding the role of these holdings in assisting ‘citizens wishing to establish or protect their rights’, White – ever zealous in boosting the standing of his institution – placed such holdings in a daunting synthesis of roles.

Skirmishes over the place and organisation of the personal and official papers of senior politicians, over the reach of such a national project into colonial periods, and over the curating of diverse materials within collections, soon began to test and fracture such a web, and ironically to generate tensions that would in time see a ‘national collection’ dispersed across a thickening landscape of collecting institutions in the capital, each marking its own place in the balance of ‘living’ and ‘cultural’ heritage.

From the National Film and Sound Archive, established in 1984 to the Museum of Australian Democracy (1999), Canberra has seen several more recent public interventions to preserve and commemorate aspects of the Australian ‘experience’, marking points in both its political symbolism and endangered heritage. That debate in relation to official archives through the 1950s can be seen to mark equivalent dynamics, if less in terms of a vulnerable resource than it seeking to capture distinctive practices.

If the ‘archive response’ came first from the demands of war-driven mobilisation, regulation and coordination, the consequence was that its drive remained linked to functions of central government which were unlikely to cease with peace, and which became increasingly integral to
the image of Canberra as national capital. As Steve Stuckey argues, Australia came late to the coordination of a national archive. In doing so, however, it broke from conservative English and European models at a time when governments were spurred by expanding policy agendas and capacities. White’s precursor, Kenneth Binns, lobbied senior politicians that the value of official records related not only to documenting the actions of government but also in reflecting enough of the contexts of policy formation to inform assessments of changing administrative roles and functions.22

Appointed Archives Officer in the National Library in 1944, and a central figure in the evolution of archives memory as well as practice, Ian Maclean similarly noted that the distinctive functions of Australian Commonwealth government had resulted in a ‘free trade’ in files that related ‘not so much to the formal functional or organisational pattern of the office, as to the flow of administrative work’ among officers, dispersed, mobile, and pragmatic.23 By 1956, surveying the ‘silent revolution’ in which ‘the management of records as well as the organisation of materials for the study of national affairs’ had become interdependent activities, White continued to lobby for the centrality of the National Library to custody of such processes, and facilitation of such exchange.24 An enquiry of 1961, however, found against him, and recommended the formal separation of national archival and library functions. The ‘silent revolution’ was best to be comprehended in questions relating not only to the accessioning materials, but also the obligations imposed on departments to keep their own day-to-day business in order, and on the record, for eventual deposit. As Stuckley adds, as a result of recognising this ‘continuum’ there developed in the National Archives a regime of ‘intellectual control among the best [exercised by any archive] in the world’.25

It is beyond the scope of this article to trace the history of Australian archival development. The point, however, is to note some of the influences on the official archive project as it unfolded in Canberra in this form of ‘house arrest’. In 2012, Michael Piggott, drawing on a long career in Canberra’s several archives, reflected evocatively on the ‘societal provenance’ that must become an integral part of studying their history – understanding what was culturally embedded in records, and in the questions to be asked of their assembly.26 He urged researchers to explore the ‘terrior’ – an awkward term, Piggott conceded, as he sought some kind of metaphorical sense of place in the archive – reflected in the creation of records as a social practice.27 It was strange, Piggott lamented,
that Australians’ alleged ‘talent for bureaucracy’ had generated so little reflection on the exercise of that skill.

Yet from the start Canberra had heightened awareness of what was encompassed in the fashioning of the figure of the public servant, and of public service work, that was central to its identity. The reluctant, resented transfers of officials from offices elsewhere were accompanied by promises (inducements? threats?) that ‘an even higher degree of efficiency and a keener desire to render valuable service to the public’ would result from relocation to Canberra, particularly as that move was associated with a recasting of the temperament of national administration from merely procedural to managerial skills, and from hierarchies of seniority in service to those of capacity in policy.\textsuperscript{28} Again, it was World War II that heightened these expectations, not only in freeing the exercise of Commonwealth power from the ‘passive resistance’ exercised towards change in the older, established cities;\textsuperscript{29} but because of the kind of generational change the war was seen to usher. In 1947, the Public Service Board presented a profile of its new, ideal senior officer:

\begin{quote}

men must have an opportunity of executive practice and…
to make mistakes before the age of 30 if they are ever to reach the ranks of successful executives. Delay in giving this experience often means that an officer is called on to take an important executive post at a time when he has lost the mental resilience which would make him fully effective.\textsuperscript{30}
\end{quote}

Canberra was seen as central to the culture of such figures, just as the government in which they served was expected to become ‘more diversified [and] firmly rooted in an alert Canberra community’.\textsuperscript{31} Kenneth Bailey, before leaving his professorship in law in Melbourne to join the Attorney-General’s Department in Canberra as one member of a broad infusion of new expertise into the national bureaucracy, declared ‘the classical age of parliamentary legislation is over’: this was the age of the administrator.\textsuperscript{32} Administration as an ascending practice – including mistakes and building ‘resilience’ – was to assume a distinct embodiment in Canberra. Its archives should be read through this perspective – especially, as Hasluck reflected in 1951, because the kind of record they offered of an ethos of government and its moments of decision-making in itself entering a period of marked change.\textsuperscript{33}

In his biography of H.C. Coombs, one of the pre-eminent public servants associated with these wartime and post-war transitions, Tim Rowse identifies their shared ‘competitive collegiate’ style.\textsuperscript{34} To a
remarkable degree even the driest files, exchanges and reports can often be read as records of the kind of ‘house arrest’ – the meshing of intimacy and regulation – that has characterised the scales at which, and phases through which, government took shape in Canberra in various acts of mentorship, mobility and sociability. Coombs’ colleagues would often use the image of a ‘family’ – ‘official’ or otherwise – to evoke the kinds of relationships or ‘trade’ that developed among them. One of the most recent initiatives in political science has been the anthropological recovery of the role of everyday practices in sustaining the ‘rules of the game’ of politics, and in the particular fusion it brings to the lived experience and the formalised processes of government.  

Canberra, as Butler argued over forty years ago, has long offered a microcosm of such processes. In approaching the history of Canberra, and reflecting on the need for such a history to be attentive to its own actors, these ‘rules of the game’ need to be actively explored in informalities as well as formalities. The ‘real’ Canberra is not to be recovered despite, or instead of, such identities, but by engaging instead with the self-fashioning and self-actualisation they involved.

Such recovery might be enabled by thinking more laterally about ways of reading files, establishing ‘terror’. In a novel set in Canberra in the late 1970s, Sara Dowse – herself a participant observer in that bureaucracy – followed closely one of her central character’s attempts to negotiate the political and policy currents of the time, returning to the mantra: ‘when in doubt, remember your terms of reference’. Historians, particularly those who seek to build connections between audiences who feel their pasts have been left to ‘waste’, might attend to such a reflex in understanding the experiences of government: the tension between commencement and command.  

Humphrey McQueen has identified among Australian historians a particular propensity to ‘archivitis’, arising from the assumption that the orderly sequence of files that are one part of the success of Australian archives, can be read as the story in themselves – a danger perhaps only accentuated by the digitisation and word-searchability of files. A corrective to this is perhaps in attending to the context, and the continuum, that archival practice can still reveal. The NAA has continued to provide leadership in the management of digital records, recognising the need to capture them as, in Adrian Cunningham’s terms, ‘performances’, and ‘evidence of decisions and activities’, rather than merely ‘data’.  

The actual ‘place’ of the archive in Canberra’s landscape is itself part of these processes, the designed landscape allocating its own priorities and relationships. The National Library might have acquired a marble-
clad, neo-Grecian, lake-side temple-like permanent home in 1968. But the National Archives were much slower in finding a home. The higher calling to provide a site for a National Gallery impelled the archive’s graduation from a series of temporary premises in lakeside Nissen huts – ‘elegant igloos’, Prime Minister Menzies called them in 1960 – but only to a morbid concrete building in a remote industrial suburb, shadowed by the chimney of a surgical waste incinerator, and neighboured by sex shops: in itself, perhaps, a symbolic collocation.38

In 1998 the move of at least its reading room to historic premises in the central parliamentary precinct related more to the archive’s role in the capital’s emerging profile of ‘national cultural institutions’, broadening the image of Canberra from a government-dispensing to a service-delivering town, and as a ‘cornerstone of democracy’ at a time when such improving civic messages again surged to the fore.39 The accountability of government, reflected in ideas of ‘open’ procedures and ‘freedom of information’ taking shape in the 1970s, leading to enforceable rights of access to government records in the Commonwealth Archive Act (1983), underwrote this move. In the process, Canberra’s official archive has reflected the ‘interesting balancing act’ Lionel Orchard has seen in Australian political culture over recent decades, negotiating pressures to ‘responsive government’, disciplines of program budgeting for specific agencies and services, and the recognition of rights in a population cast as stakeholders as much as citizens.40

It is certainly appropriate that the National Archives’ headquarters is now in one of the two modest if graceful secretariat buildings constructed in the 1920s as provisional accommodation for the core agencies transferred to Canberra. But that rightful ‘home’ should not obscure the journey preceding it. ‘Terrior’ might be seen as the dust on the shoes of the nation’s itinerant official memory as much as the slow settling of a vintage in such revered cellars – as an expression of a ‘flow’ reflecting the processes of work of national government but struggling to find recognition in its official landscape. Not far from the NAA’s current headquarters, a slightly larger than life size sculpture by Peter Corlett, dedicated in 2011, shows two Labor leaders of the 1940s, John Curtin and Ben Chifley, in deep conversation as they stroll from austere hostel rooms to the provisional parliament house. Arresting in its intimacy, this sculpture is a fitting reminder of what needs to be captured in the political history of the city.

IMAGINATIVE AND EXPERIMENTAL
Alongside these official processes, Canberra as a community has always wrestled with its social as well as official engineering. What did it mean to ‘live’ in such a place? Sir Robert Garran, effectively Australia’s first Commonwealth public servant on his appointment as head of the Attorney-General’s department in 1901, and resident in Canberra since 1926, encouraged new arrivals in the early 1950s with the reassurance that the ‘snobbery’ of rank that had been mapped exactly over the city’s suburban hierarchies was steadily disappearing amid the equivalent of the collegialities that marked post-war administration. Yet Garran still confided – as an inducement to recruits – that while the capital might be destined to be ‘a city of public servants’, most ‘outside the office are quite good fellows, and on the Central Staffs we have the pick of them’.\footnote{41} This mixed message went to the core of an ambivalent identity: the privileges bestowed on the national capital, as a proof of its role, ranged against a community keen for an integrity of its own.

There were earlier formulations of this tension. In the inter-war decades ‘community’ as an ideal had itself been evoked to mediate these conflicting identities. The Federal Capital Commission, established in 1924 to bring greater coordination to the development of the city, had proclaimed Canberra to be ‘the world’s biggest experiment in the systematisation of the happiness of humanity’. Yet that experiment was underpinned by a sterner message. The second issue of the FCC’s monthly *Canberra Community News*, launched in late 1925, argued that the ‘herd instinct’ of cities, the easy access there to ‘cheap amusement’, even ‘the kaleidoscopic movement of metropolitan populations’, all had allure, but did little to ennable an individual. The spirit at Canberra was instead ‘work’ towards the building a city ‘the like of which has never sprung up on virgin soil’, in an environment that was healthy for the body, restorative to the mind, and affirming of character.\footnote{42}

Community groups were encouraged to assemble under this ethos, and subsidised to build tangible evidence of it, including playgrounds, or – in one celebrated initiative – a hall to serve as a focus for ‘improving’ activities in one of the most lowly early subdivisions, the Causeway. But any move beyond uplifting voluntarism among those rallying to this message, towards advocacy of specific interests let alone criticism of FCC priorities, was discouraged, even penalised.\footnote{43} The FCC undertook covert surveillance of the extent to which activities in its name observed its ideals; it attempted actuarial calculations of the relationship between participation, subsidies, and outcomes. The public sphere in Canberra would for a long time be caught in such calculus, defined by as much as despite it.
Steadily, however, community groups pushed for their own influence – and made their case by engaging with such formulations in their own terms, and on their own initiative. Among the most effective was a mothercraft movement which grew beyond the provision of services for relatively isolated new mothers to include the provision of professionalised advice on nutrition, child-rearing and education. Gaining leverage from the move of the Commonwealth Department of Health to the city in 1928, with its public health agenda, and then from the rather eclectic resources of the Institute of Anatomy, established in 1931, with it research into national hygiene, the still voluntary leaders of the Canberra Mothercraft Society were welcomed by a Melbourne medical specialist for their success in giving ‘a definite lead’ in a new context where ‘there are no mistakes to rectify and no vested interests to compensate’. The society was innovative in its practices and lobbying, and made its own impact of the landscape of the city in clinics, visiting nurses and eventually child care centres. It was committed to inclusiveness in providing services extending across the class boundaries already evident in Canberra, and – like the local YWCA – extended its reach to the Aboriginal community at Wreck Bay, which almost inadvertently had been included in the land allocated to the capital territory at Jervis Bay, in the coast, in the withering prospect that one day the city would need a port.

The relatively high levels of education and policy literacy, and the governmental resources accessible to Canberra’s population, underpinned the increasing competence with which such claims were advanced for public provision. Equally, a government, keen to test the prospects for the expansion of such social assistance, often welcomed the opportunities a still isolated, or at least insulated, capital provided as a laboratory. Into the 1940s for example, officials of the Department of Post-War Reconstruction, and their wives, were prominent in the leadership of neighbourhood, suburban and community groups which now deployed a language of ‘welfare’ in representing ‘local people [who] must obtain the services to which they are entitled’. These new emphases, in place of the suppliant civic voluntarism of the inter-war years, produced an archive of their own, in the minutes of meetings, petitions, correspondence, newsletters and flyers. These – along with a wide range of less tangible forms of solidarity – emerged from a community which had always relied heavily on its own resources to build a shared identity but now found the means to formally argue for the recognition of their work. A changing language of government informed such lobbying, and in turn defined a public sphere constructed in Canberra that was distinct from that of government itself.
Histories of Canberra routinely defer to the creation of the National Capital Development Commission in 1957 as the salvation of the city from the neglect that had largely prevailed since 1913. A statutory planning and construction authority with relative independence in funding and execution, the NCDC gained deserved admiration for its achievements in consolidating both the national capital and suburban elements of the city. Its concepts, calculations, models and projections round out the formal archive of Canberra’s planning in reviews and reports that sought to garner national pride to the city, and envisaged a landscape of order. But the public history of Canberra needs to capture a citizen effort, and its own archive, that established many of the preconditions for such visions, and kept them to a measure of account for the more localised experience of place.

There are many areas in which this effort was marked through the 1950s into the 1970s. The distinct contribution of Canberra’s activists to the Women’s Electoral Lobby is one example. The archive produced in these campaigns has its own distinct dimensions. The educational and political resources of the Canberra community were, again, obvious elements in much of the work produced to advance these causes: in the networks activists drew upon, the analysis of issues available to them, and access to influence. That archive could include, for example, demonstrations and theatre events, or the screen-printed t-shirts, posters and tea-towels that became such a strong feature of Canberra women’s campaigns, produced in backyard workshops and forging an idiom that made an arresting connection between a suburban vernacular in imagery and a directness of political message that was, in itself, redolent of Canberra. Building on these foundations, such print-making remained a distinctive element of socially-engaged art practice in Canberra through the 1970s. But while the records of the leading workshops, Megalo Print Studio, are now held by the National Gallery of Australia, one of its leading practitioners, Alison Alder, has also observed that for many years the same progressive aspects of the Canberra community kept recognition of such work at a level always just below the professional, as ‘protest’ rather than ‘art’, and always with the taint of amateurism in a city that recognised no other industry than government. ‘Because Canberra is such a small place’, Alder recalls, ‘if you keep doing something then people will think that you are OK’, and take it for granted.

Similar factors shaped the campaign of a group including local lawyers and academics who, from the late 1960s, drove a campaign that gained national prominence for homosexual law reform. Surely, they
argued, Canberra might provide a model for tolerance and decriminalisation in this area of personal rights? But as the wider movement for gay rights built from their case, it was also noted that while the capital might support political lobbying it was less congenial to the assertion of identity. Relative to other cities, Canberra might be highly literate in such lobbying but a good deal more circumspect in open solidarity, since many potential supporters were ‘public servants who are afraid of losing their jobs’. The ‘public’ of such campaigns was a far from simple entity; their archive requires careful reconstruction and reading for its own variations on ‘house arrest’ – sometimes quite literally in terms of the places from which people could speak.

Perhaps the most revealing of these campaigns was that which developed through the late 1960s, seeking to create a secondary school system better suited to the particular circumstances of the Canberra community. In 1966 a vigorous parent-initiated public campaign began registering dissatisfaction with the increasingly under-resourced NSW system which had long provided education the Australian Capital Territory (ACT). A series of newspaper articles, public meetings and conferences reflected an engaged and effective local leadership and constituency. The Australian National University (ANU) economist, Noel Butlin, calculated that the taxation paid by ACT residents – reflecting higher average incomes – could support an independent school system better tailored to their needs. Don Anderson, head of the university’s recently established Educational Research Unit, undertook an innovative survey of students, documenting both their aspirations and discontents. Richard Campbell, an ANU philosopher, chaired the committee that formulated a model system. The driving force, however, remained with citizens, and the proposed senior secondary college system reflected their participatory ideal of schools governed by boards on which parents and teachers would share influence over staffing and curriculum.

Canberra, it was argued, deserved an ‘imaginative and experimental’ approach to education, recognizing the ‘professionalism’ of teachers and avoiding the ‘conformity’ imposed on them and their classes by public examinations. Tasmania had adopted a matriculation college system to prepare a ‘critical mass’ of students for university. Canberra, however, faced a different problem. Most ACT students stayed until their final year, an affluent community building their aspirations but also exerting ‘greater pressure to succeed’ and producing (Anderson found) high levels of anxiety. The ‘discernibly hierarchical’ nature of a public service town and the relatively high proportion of married women in paid work were among the factors judged to be
building a mounting pressure of expectations among Canberra’s youth. If increasing levels of alienation among them was to be avoided, they needed an education more attuned to the development of a sense of individual responsibility and choice.

Critics derided the ‘privileges’ the capital once again assumed in arguing for such a model, but the capital’s self-conscious status as a vanguard of ‘post-industrial society’ also meant it was increasingly troubled by the demands students felt to conform to the narratives of career, status and security driving their parents. Their lobbying, again finding a Commonwealth government, and a Commonwealth Department of Education, aware of the need for reform, led by 1974 to the establishment of a system of secondary colleges judged ‘one of the most dramatic and important [Australian] experiments in educational administration’. While that achievement in policy is considerable, as is the process of representation that drove it, so is the troubled image the community assembled of itself in making its case.

Canberra, clearly, has a population skilled in the creation of an ordered repository of its business and goals, but the tension between the dominant identity of government and its capacities and a residualised if articulate concept of community is part of its living as well as cultural memory. When the severe contraction of public investment in the capital in the late 1970s accentuated this tension, commentators noted with alarm how the once relatively settled, or at least creative, balance between benevolent, still unelected government and a heightened sense of voluntaristic, community engagement in the creation and projection of identity, descended quickly into marked conflict and confusion.

The largely unsought bestowal of self-government for the ACT in 1989 struggled against that legacy, and attempts to reimagine the ‘public’ of the city and its community continue to negotiate an unsteady popular distancing from being a ‘government town’ while still so clearly dominated by the business of government. Attempts to apportion responsibility for the ‘capital’ and ‘city’ or ‘community’ aspects of Canberra, and to allocate funds and lines of accountability for them, have proved challenging. A split has been forced between identities once cultivated as united, turning the city into a laboratory for new cultures of privatisation in services, performance contracts in government, and developer-driven planning. As more of the community’s past is, in Assmann’s term, left ‘waste’ in the search for a culture appropriate for the new image of metropolitan dynamism, it is worth reflecting on the archives that once existed in that earlier creative synthesis of government and community.
LIKE NO OTHER AUSTRALIAN TOWN OR CITY

Along with the official and community archives, Canberra has also produced, over recent decades, a third repository of more resolutely local testimony. Comprising mémoire, testimony, recollection and oral history, it is a repository in which ‘living memory’ seeks incorporation rather than consignment in the ‘cultural memory’ of a community so pre-occupied by its perennial refashioning as a created, artificial city. Always tormented by the capital-yet-to-be, a rich seam of local history has sought to account for the several phases of migration, community and culture that have characterised at least the past one hundred years of Canberra’s growth, and fallen largely outside the syntheses noted above. A related stand of local Aboriginal history has even more emphatically worked with that distance to make a more fundamental point about dispossession and resilience. The social archive produced in this process counters the ‘artificiality’ that is often attributed to the Canberra project and also, to some extent, the ‘laboratory’ of activism and innovation. But its emphatic ‘authenticity’ shows its own traces of a ‘house arrest’ in dealing with the boundaries Canberra inevitably brings to the experience recorded.

The ‘pioneer’ as a resolute figure in Australian public history, has had serial incarnations in Canberra’s narrative, in part as a reflection of these phases of commitment to the capital, and in part in gestures to reclaim what is seen to be distinctive against an imposed narrative of experimentation and ‘nation building’. Ironically, perhaps, the pioneer has dominated the capital’s local history long after it has faded elsewhere, precisely in reaction to the dominating stories of planning and politics. Canberra’s community historians, defined by their engagement and representation of these phases and antithesis, have created a sequence of such ‘pioneers’: those of pastoralism, those of inter-war settlement, or those of ostensibly transitory wartime or more permanent post-war transfer, each set against the less authentic infusions of people, policies and experience to follow. Overall, the pioneer past that Canberra’s local historians have worked to recover has been framed more by a desire to rescue ‘the people’ from the imprint of government, and to push past always slightly patrician initiatives to an attention to those who were the subjects rather than the agents of an imminent, if not omnipresent state. This push, however, has created tensions of its own.

Since its foundation in 1953, the Canberra and District Historical Society has sought to reconcile a determination to counteract the increasing ‘invisibility’ of the past in a city so determined on
transformation with an approach that might reconcile the local and more ‘academic’ interests compromising its membership – the ‘pioneers’ versus the ‘intelligentsia’. At its first meeting, for example, those present ‘were asked to record the date of their families’ first association with the district’, and local enthusiasts spoke of their careful collections of Aboriginal artefacts, found on their properties and treasured as souvenirs. The Society’s energy was undeniable, pushing through lapses in membership in the 1960s to tap a revival in family and community history in the following decades.

‘Pioneers’ stood outside the ambitions of government; they represented variations of resilience, of ‘truthing’. Advocacy for a range of heritage and preservation causes, including built and natural landscapes and Aboriginal sites, surged into the 1980s in association with the bicentenary and countered a pervasive view that Canberra lacked ‘a past worth preserving’. A journal launched 1966 reflected this enthusiasm, but generated its own debates over the ‘local’ and the popularly accessible, and more research-driven material, reflecting aspects of the readership. An ACT Heritage Committee, established in 1972, advocated the establishment of a museum to foster a ‘stronger sense of identity… in a population still largely comprised of persons born interstate or overseas’. Over following years, the restorations of pastoral properties such as Lanyon Homestead (to capture the convict era of the 1830s) or suburban homes such as Calthorpe’s House (middle class domestic life of the 1930s) were innovative in their attention to issues of labour, gender and rank. But still the ‘pioneer’ image prevailed, individualising and perhaps sentimentalising the terms in which local history was presented.

Local history has fostered engagement with a rich and evolving historiography, moving into a second phase of critical synthesis, and finding its place – for example – within the recent revitalisation of Australian colonial history. It has engaged with the expansion of oral history, memory and testimony. It has also given a voice to people otherwise marginalised from the narrative of high politics that has dominated the history of Canberra, to the exclusion of the efforts of those who made such a narrative possible. Sara Dowse, who wrote so evocatively of the workings of bureaucracy in the 1970s and 1980s, also reflected on the strength of women writers emerging from the small, collegial groups the city encouraged in its mix of affluence and alienation. These writers, Dowse noted, negotiated the ‘transience’ of new suburbs and the ‘renewal’ they could offer in ‘children, building, planting, and people reaching out’. Equally, committed and prolific
community-based historians such as Ann Gugler and Alan Foskett have marshalled archival research and personal recollection to ‘recover’ the lost places of Canberra’s early development as a city of workers and migrants.60 Into the 1990s processes of heritage classification generated opportunities for grants and consultancies that could move such work into more professionalised foundations, just as community grants assisted in bringing groups of writers together. Over the past decade the ACT Heritage Library, a specialised collection developed within the ACT Government Library Service, has amassed a diversity of materials relating to local and regional history – if in an unsteady demarcation from the National Library, as much driven by limited resources in both institutions to systematically acquire materials. The Canberra Museum and Gallery has mounted a similar, and increasingly bold, enterprise of marking out its role in a city dominated by national cultural institutions.

Steadily Canberra is beginning to produce an archive that rises above imperatives to reclaim the integrity of local experience to also begin make a contribution to understanding the ways in which such experiences were a part of wider stories of class, conflict, identity and isolation. In Hope, for example, Ann-Marie Jordens has explored the solidarity emerging across generations of immigrants and refugees in the particular context of Canberra. Here, in an older spirit of community volunteerism, combined with an awareness of falling outside the stereotypes of the planned and soulless city, people from Europe, then Asia, now Africa, have experienced the many dimensions of being ‘New Australians’ in a new community.61 A new wave of writers and visual artists are portraying the same diversity in Canberra’s suburbs – but with the revealing emphasis that there suburbs are familiar in any Australian city.62

Just as the found object, the assembled life, the bric-a-brac of experience in juxtaposition to a sparse landscape, has defined a prevailing aesthetic for Canberra – most famously in the work of Rosalie Gascoigne – it is appropriate that the Canberra community should exist in these individual narratives of experience, surprise, reinvention and adaptation. But if public history, and our understanding of the archive, is to move beyond such personalised memories, testaments and deposits to consider the circumstances of their creation, then the history of Canberra suggests ways in which we might foreground these fundamental acts of invention and performance as artefacts in themselves.

Canberra, in its peculiarities, it might be argued, demands this foregrounding more than most places; but it also offers more general reflection on what they represent in the Australian project, whether in
the long-delayed ‘archival response’ in government or the dynamics of social advocacy. For all its insularity and seductive privileges, Canberra is, as Don Watson concedes, ‘like no other Australian town or city, yet no other Australian town or city is more Australian’. It has been presented as a ‘laboratory’ for what the nation might aspire to, in planning, service provision and amenity. It is also the centre in which the wheels of government, its agencies and agents, are portrayed as grinding on in their relentless, unaccountable paths. The official, community and local archives point to other aspects of the city, not set in contrast to these images, but interdependent with them in commencement, commandment, action and place. In this synthesis, too, Canberra is – as Jeanne MacKenzie reflected before Watson – ‘not like Australia and yet it could not be anywhere else’.
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